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ANOTHER VEHICLE ATTACK LEAVES BARCELONA DEVASTATED
News of another terrorist atrocity broke Friday morning, which as in too many weeks before, makes much of the rest of the week’s activity irrelevant. 
Although this has been a particularly awful week, Thursday’s attack in Spain, of which the full details are still unknown as we’re writing this, isn’t the 
only outrage to hit the headlines. At the start of the week another person was killed in similar fashion when a car rammed anti-fascist protesters at a 
Nazi rally in Virginia. The disturbing trend of using vehicles as weapons is likely to grow as its proving so devastatingly effective.

The fallout from the tragedy earlier in the week in Charlottesville is growing. Donald Trump’s bizarre insistence on defending the white nationalists and 
Klansmen as “very fine people” shows he is incapable of even the simplest presidential tasks, saying Nazis are bad. While this is hardly a surprise, the 
number people willing to look the other way if it means they can get what they want is shrinking fast. Republicans in congress and business CEOs have 
seemingly turned on the president.

 UK: PUBLIC RECEIVE SOME BREXIT CLARIFICATION 
This week the UK government provided some clarity on their plans for post Brexit 
life. The UK will leave the customs union when it exits the EU in 2019 however, in 
what could be classed as an optimistic outlook, the UK would then have a temporary 

arrangement like the existing customs union, but with the added possibility of negotiating trade 
deals with non-EU countries. Following this period the government plans to offer two options; 
a partnership between the EU and the UK that would eliminate customs checks between the 
two nations, or, a streamlined customs arrangement with the aim of reducing any impediments 
to trade. 

Meanwhile, sterling recovered from a seven-year low versus the euro on Wednesday following 
UK economic data releases. Unemployment fell to 4.4 per cent in the second quarter, a 42-year 
low. Some of the drop can be attributed to an increase in European labour with an estimated 
record breaking 2.4m EU workers currently employed in Britain. This figure has grown by 
126,000 since the second quarter of 2016. 

US: TRUMP SYMPATHISES WITH THE WRONG SIDE 
A group of white nationalists came together under the “alt-right” for a rally 
called “Unite the Right” on Saturday to protest the ripping down of a statue of a 
confederate soldier. The protest developed into a violent white power rally as a group 

of counter-protestors gathered. The President condemned the racist groups on Monday but 
the following day he shifted the blame from the right to the middle, stating both groups were 
to blame for the escalation to violence. Following the President’s inability to fully condemn 
racism eight members of the manufacturing-advisory council left the group, which has now 
been dissolved leaving the President’s ‘business-friendly’ reputation in tatters.

Meanwhile the Federal Reserve’s latest meeting notes were released on Wednesday, causing 
a slump in the dollar and treasury yields. The minutes suggest the central bank is questioning 
the likelihood of a further interest rate hike this year as inflation remains stubbornly under 
their target. Some members of the reserve are interpreting the persistent soft inflation as a 
sign something has fundamentally changed in the economy.

EU: EUROZONE GROWTH REVISED
At the end of last year, the International Monetary Fund, and the European 
Commission forecasted the eurozone would grow by 1.5 per cent in 2017, while 
the average estimate from economists was lower at 1.3 per cent. This average has 

now climbed to 1.9 per cent with potential further upward adjustments. Consumer confidence 
across the eurozone is at its highest level since 2001. On a less positive note, the latest minutes 
from the European Central Bank’s meeting revealed policymakers are concerned about the 
strength of the euro having an impact on growth. The single currency has risen almost five per 
cent against a basket of its peers since the middle of May.

Elsewhere in Europe, Brussels is looking to tighten control of foreign takeovers of European 
companies as Chinese investment surges. This move stems from frustration at the level of 
Chinese investment into the EU versus the minimal access non-domestic countries have to the 
Chinese market. Details from the European Commission president, Jean-Claude Juncker are 
set to follow in September.
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